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Justice Committee Small Claims limit for personal injury 
RoadPeace response 
 
Introduction 
 

1. RoadPeace, the national charity for road crash victims, has already responded to the Justice 
Committee’s inquiry into whiplash and small claims limit at the start of this year (as well as the 
MoJ consultation on the same topic). Here, as requested, we provide new information for why 
we think the government’s proposed reforms are unfair and will obstruct civil justice. 
  

2. RoadPeace believes these reforms are based on the premise that all evidence is collected by the 
police investigation and liability is easily identified. This is not accurate and legal assistance by 
solicitors is regularly required. 

 
3. RoadPeace has recently published a review of road death investigation. This was the first 

national review conducted and compares the resources by police service, as well as training and 
national guidance. Our report highlights the lack of consistency and quality assurance amongst 
investigations into the most serious of road crashes, those resulting in a fatality. WE have been 
contacted by bereaved families where the police did not take any measurements or photos in 
serious injury crashes that proved fatal. 

 
4. As we acknowledge in our report, it is even worse for injury collisions, the vast majority of which 

do not benefit from the effort of a specialist collision investigator. The most well documented 
example of this is with drink drive tests conducted after casualty collisions. Since 1996, the 
police have had a policy to breath test all drivers in crashes they attend, even where there has 
been no casualty. But the DfT reports the percentage of casualty crashes in England with drivers 
driver breath tested and in 2016, this dropped to 47%. London has the lowest rate with only 23% 
of drivers in casualty collisions breath tested. See page 25 of our report for more information.  

 
5. The police do not have a policy on drug drive testing nor on checking eyesight or mobile phone 

use—not for fatal crashes, let alone injury crashes. But they are not even able to adhere to their 
one policy on breath testing drivers after a crash. Evidence is not being collected. 

 
6. An example of this was recently reported. On 18 December, the Evening Standard reported a 

crash where a cyclist was run over by a lorry. She survived but with severe spinal and leg injuries. 
She has had multiple operations and three months rehabilitation at the Royal National 
Orthopaedic Hospital in Stanmore. The article states that “Police thought Ms Heanaghan had 
only suffered a broken leg and did not investigate”. Lorry collisions are known to have the 
highest death rate and cycle/lorry collisions receive the greatest amount of media coverage. 
That the police thought they did not need to investigate this potentially lethal collision which 
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could be expected to be covered in the press (as it has) does not bode well for other less visible 
casualty collisions.  

 
7. Solicitors often have to plug the gaps in police investigations. Injured individuals cannot be 

expected to have the same knowledge, experience and capacity to do such investigatory work. 
 

8. Our previous submissions have highlighted the hardship this would cause innocent victims. We 
also suggested other ways in which motor insurance premiums could be reduce that would not  
cause further suffering to crash victims.  

 
9. We urge the Justice Committee to challenge the assumption that police investigations are 

thorough enough to determine liability fairly. We also ask that the Justice Committee consider a 
joint inquiry with the Home Office Committee and Transport Committee on casualty collision 
investigation. Too much is being assumed, and incorrectly assumed, about investigations by 
police, the vast majority of which will be done by those without any specialist training.  
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